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As a regional attorney at Western Resource Advocates (WRA), Hunter 

Holman works across WRA’s seven-state region advocating for plans and 

programs that accelerate the transition to a low-cost, low-risk clean energy 

future. 

 

He interfaces with policymakers and regulators to advocate for clean energy 

solutions that both protect the West’s natural resources and ensure that 

families and businesses have access to measures that can lower their energy 

usage and their bills. Working in tandem with WRA’s clean energy team,  

Holman is focused on scaling up renewable energy development and 

transportation electrification, as well as using energy smarter through improved utility resource planning and 

advancing a regional power market.  

 

Holman joined WRA in 2022, after four years with Utah Clean Energy, where he engaged in utility regulatory 

proceedings surrounding resource procurement, integrated resource planning, distributed energy resource 

programs, and several rulemaking proceedings.  He has also managed employee disclosures at Goldman 

Sachs, which afforded him valuable experience in regulatory law.  

 

A native of Utah, Holman grew up with quick access to mountains, lakes, and outdoor recreation. He learned 

to ski at three and then moved on to rock climbing and hiking. As he aged, he’s been able to see firsthand how 

the environment has changed; these shifts have increased his desire to preserve the world around him. But it 

was nuclear power and storage proposals that drove him to act . 

 

Now, as part of the community working to preserve natural resources in the West, Holman is more 

enthusiastic than ever to move the effort forward. Outdoor endeavors shaped his youth, and now he’s helping 

to shape sustainability for the environment we live in. And he’s been instrumental in making change. He was 

successful in arguing for Utah to initiate an independent proceeding to explore how to modernize their grid. 

He coordinated with key partners to refine the scope of the proceeding and then work with u tilities to make it 

as efficient and effective as possible. 

 

Holman earned a Bachelor of Science in Political Science with a minor in History from the University of Utah. 

He also holds a Juris Doctor from Suffolk University Law School and is a member of the Utah State Bar.  

 

He lives in Utah with his wife, daughter, and their golden retriever. In his free time, Holman enjoys skiing, 

mountain biking, and following the English Premier Soccer League.  
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